
SOMPay: Pioneering Financial Independence in Somalia through Peer-to-Peer DeFi Innovation

Abstract: In navigating Somalia's transition to a cashless economy, SOMPay emerges as a transformative solution poised to
redefine mobile payments. Drawing inspiration from decentralized electronic cash systems, SOMPay envisions a peer-to-peer
network that facilitates direct online transactions, eliminating dependence on financial intermediaries. Digital signatures, integral
to this model, lay the foundation for ownership control, while our innovative solution tackles the challenge of double-spending
through a robust peer-to-peer network. Transactions are timestamped via hash-based proof-of-work, creating an immutable record
that attests not only to the chronological order of events but also to the system's resilience against malicious attacks. The
decentralized nature of the network ensures minimal structure, allowing messages to traverse with ease and enabling nodes to
join or leave at will. SOMPay's foundation rests on the longest proof-of-work chain, a symbol of CPU power and a testament to
the network's transparency and security. This abstract encapsulates SOMPay's commitment to ushering in a new era of financial
inclusion, efficiency, and trustless peer-to-peer transactions in Somalia.

Introduction:
In the dynamic evolution of Somalia's financial landscape, SOMPay stands out as an innovative force, set

to redefine the landscape of banking and financial inclusion through its approach to decentralized finance (DeFi).
Addressing historical challenges arising from a fragmented mobile payment system, SOMPay emerges as a
pioneering solution, aiming to simplify and unify transactions. As a strategic player in this evolution, SOMPay
aligns seamlessly with the vision set by the Central Bank of Somalia (CBS) through the introduction of the national
QR code, known as SOMQR—a pivotal step towards a coordinated financial future . Importantly, SOMPay is
actively building a digital wallet that leverages blockchain technology to directly benefit the Somali people. This
initiative not only connects the 13 lenders but also unifies payments by establishing a standardized and interoperable
framework. In guiding Somalia's journey towards a cashless future, SOMPay prioritizes simplicity, accessibility, and
security, with the goal of reshaping the financial landscape and empowering communities across the nation.

Mobile Money Landscape in Somalia and the CBS National Payments System:
The year 2018 marked a pivotal moment in Somalia's financial landscape, witnessing 155 million monthly

mobile money transactions totaling $2.7 billion. With a 92% satisfaction rate, the positive perception towards mobile
money services laid the foundation for further innovation. The Central Bank of Somalia (CBS) took a proactive step
by launching a national payments system to enhance interoperability among the country's 13 lenders, ensuring a
more integrated and seamless financial landscape. This strategic move fosters collaboration, connectivity, and
continuous adaptability, creating fertile ground for SOMPay's innovative solutions.

Use Cases in Somalia:
SOMPay presents a range of strategic use cases, tailored to stimulate economic growth and foster financial

well-being in Somalia. Explore the diverse opportunities SOMPay brings to the forefront:

● Financing for MSMEs: SOMPay actively supports the growth of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs) by providing easy access to funds. Streamlined processes eliminate bureaucratic hurdles,
empowering MSMEs to focus on core operations, replenish inventory, and expand their businesses. This
commitment serves as a cornerstone for grassroots economic vitality.

● Loans for Farmers and Herders: Acknowledging the distinct needs of farmers and herders, SOMPay
introduces straightforward loan options specifically designed for agricultural requirements. Herders gain
access to funds for livestock purchases, while farmers secure loans for seeds and equipment, fostering
sustainable growth in the agriculture sector.

● Efficient Cross-Border Payments and Remittances: SOMPay transforms cross-border transactions, ensuring
swifter and more cost-effective interactions by facilitating direct transactions and eliminating unnecessary
intermediaries. Positioned as an integral component of Somalia's financial ecosystem, SOMPay provides
efficiency and affordability in cross-border financial interactions. Annually, members of the Somali
diaspora send approximately $1.3 billion to their friends and relatives in Somalia, surpassing all
humanitarian and development assistance to the country and comprising between 25 and 40 percent of the



country's economy. This underscores the pivotal role SOMPay can play in reshaping financial transactions
within the Somali diaspora, offering a solution that aligns with the unique economic dynamics of Somalia.

● Air Drops for Somali Wallet Users: As a gesture of appreciation and to encourage early adoption, SOMPay
introduces air drops exclusively for Somali users who set up their SOMPay digital wallets. This initiative
ensures that the benefits of SOMPay reach every corner of Somalia, fostering widespread adoption and
making financial empowerment accessible to all Somali community members. This inclusive approach
solidifies SOMPay's role as a dynamic catalyst for economic growth and financial inclusivity across the
nation.

In essence,. the combination of these use cases not only addresses sector-specific needs but also contributes to the
development of a self-sustaining economic ecosystem, paving the way for a brighter and more prosperous future for
the Somali community.

Tokenomics:
SOMPay introduces a robust tokenomics model underpinning the functionality and sustainability of the

SOMPay token (SMPY). This section clarifies key components, emphasizing a deflationary mechanism, a
redistribution system, and a no-tax policy, all within a framework capped at a maximum supply of 1 billion tokens.

● Deflationary Mechanism: SOMPay employs a deflationary strategy, systematically reducing the token
supply with each transaction, fostering a deflationary environment within the SOMPay ecosystem.

● Redistribution System: To incentivize and reward token holders, SOMPay incorporates a redistribution
system, aligning the interests of token holders with the growth and success of the SOMPay ecosystem.

● No-Tax Policy: SOMPay adopts a user-friendly approach with a no-tax policy, ensuring users can engage in
trading and transactions without additional fees.

● Maximum Supply of 1 Billion Tokens: With a commitment to controlled tokenomics, SOMPay sets a
maximum supply cap of 1 billion tokens, contributing to the scarcity and value preservation of the SOMPay
token. SOMPay's tokenomics provides a foundation for a thriving digital economy, aligning with
transparency, user benefits, and controlled growth.

Conclusion:
In conclusion, SOMPay and the SMPY Token project mark a transformative era in Somalia's financial

landscape. By leveraging decentralized finance (DeFi) principles, SOMPay strives to simplify and unify
transactions, empowering individuals and businesses alike. The strategic integration of SMPY Token with SOMQR,
along with its innovative utility model and airdrop initiatives, positions it as a dynamic catalyst for economic growth
and inclusivity. This transformative approach not only addresses historical challenges but also contributes to the
development of a self-sustaining economic ecosystem, fostering a brighter and more prosperous future for the
Somali community. As we embark on this transformative path, SOMPay and SMPY Token embody a vision where
innovation seamlessly intertwines with financial prosperity in Somalia, ushering in a new era of possibilities and
opportunities.
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